
Chapter VI 

SCHELER 1S NON-FORMAL ETHICS OF VALUES 

-----~--------·-----
Introduction - -
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Xi!!~ 1 is an immensely original and in-depth study of the 

nature of values, particularly, of moral values. The foundation 

of his ethical thought lies in Husserl's phenomenological 

philosophy. He makes use of some phenomenological tools, of 

course in his own way~ to understand the general logic of 

value-discourse'!' Further, another broad feature of Scheler• s 

ethical thought, as is found ~ his Formalism in Ethics is 

------~-----------constant reference to Kant'!'. His objective of taking Kant's 

ethical views into consideration is mainly to refute Kantian 

formal apriorism and some ~ecific doctrines of Critigy~g! 

~ctical Reason and thereby to free Ge~an ethical thought 

from Kantian rigorism and imperativism.· Moreover, in order 

to strengthen his position, Scheler also gives a critical 

look at some traditional ethical doctrines, such a~ eudaemonis~ 

utilitarianism and pragmatic-positivistic ethics. For our 

purposes, t'l1e shall present Scheler•·s theoJ:y of values tmder the 

follo~Jing broad headings a ( 1) Scheler ana phenomenology ana 

( 2) Scheler• s Non-formal theory of Values'~ 

-~~~-------------------------------------------------------
1 Henceforth to be mentioned a$Formalism in Ethics. Translatea 

by . .Manfred s .Frings and Roger L.F\liik.- · 
North•Western University Pres~ Evanston, 1973. 
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1-.- s chel er and Ph.2!!omenolo~ 

Scheler is said to be a value-theorist belonging to 

phenomenological tradition. But his interpretation of the 

nature of phenomenology has its own uniquenes~ like other 

auth0rs belonging to this tradition who are not unanimous 

as ·to the nature of phenomenology itself.- Scheler is decisively 

influenced mainly by Husserl's earlier thoughts. He acknowledges 

the importance of Husserl's Logic~! Investigation~ while he 

remains indifferent to Husser!' s some other TrJOrlts. 'l'o s cheler, 

unlike Husser!, the question of method is secondary. Rather 

than the phenomenological investigation of transcendental ego 

or the ontological question of Be.in~ Scheler is concerned t"'ith 

Being of man, here and now, in his different dimensions. In 

his Fo~alis~ the focus is mainly on the valuational aspect 

of man. To our understanding, Scheler seems to be guided by 

the theory of in·tuitive insight, the eidetic method and the 

doctrine of ideal objects - without always adhering to the 

original meaning given to them by Husserl. In Scheler• s hands, 

these features receive an unorthodox interpretation and thereby 

allowing for the same as an·ex~ellent instrument for exploring 

the realm of values. It needc to be stressed that for Scheler 

Phenomenology is not a metho~ but an attitude of inner vision 

by, which the realm of essences is revealed. He also adheres 

to the goal of phenomenology, namely, to come into immediate 

contact with the 11 thi:ngs" themselves v'lithout ·regard to \ihether 
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these things are physical or mental, feeling or value tvhi~ 

stitking to the phenomenological ideal of presuppositionlessness. 
. ' 

NO\v, it is vJorthwhile to analyse the Schelerian brand of 

phenomenology or what Scheler means by phenomenological experience 

in order to grasp his theory of values. 

In order to unoerstand \-Jhat is meant by phenomenological 

e~~erience or phenomenological intuition, one has to begin with 

his concept of 11 fact". The 11 fact", to Scheler, means· 
., 

phenomenological fact as distinguished from natural fact as 

also from scientific £act. 

This has been very clearly brought out by Alfred Schutz. 1 

Natural fact refers to the world given in the commonsense 

eXperience of the natural attitude~ It is the world of concrete 

things and events which also includes the socio-cultural 

objects that are taken for granted by certain societal 

surroundings. 

Scientific facts, on the other hand, are artificial, in 

the sense that they are construct derived fr-om natural things 

by way of what Scheler calls· •.:scientific reduction". The 

bearer of thi.s kind of facts· are symbols, signs etc. -vlhich are 

given as particular content by a scientific definition. 

1 Schutz, A., ~ected- Papers ::n:J. Mart.inus Nijhoff, The Hague, 
1975, in the Chapter 11 Max Scheler• s Epistemology 
and· Ethics~~' • 
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Scientiric facts are understood, not in terms of tradition. 

but in terms o£ generalisation. idealisation etc. 

In Scheler• s viet-J, phenomenological facts are different 

from both natural and the scientific facts in that the former 

a~ independent of all sensory factors but the latter are not. 

In the language of Schutz, such facts are, 

[ifls to their unity and .. conte·nt, independent of all 
factors 1r1hich. are not grounded in the things themselves. 
Particularly, they are independent of all the sensory 
functions of the percipient •. The pu.re :fact, t"lhich can 
be grasped by eidetic intuit~n, must remain unchanged 
even i.f the sensory functions actually vary or are imagined 
to vary. The pure fact is, moreover, at the foundation of 
every possible sensocy content, and in this relation the 
fo~er is the independent, the latter the dependent 
variable. 1 

Phenomenological facts are indepen..9.!t~ of all factors 't11hich are 

not grounded in the uthings" themselves. They are independent 

of all sensory or metaphysical factors. They are "pure", in 

the sense that they are stripped of all transcendences and 

therefor~ having no Spatio-temporal location or any other 

ontological character. But, on the contrary, the sensory 

con tents# be it natural 0 r scientific, dependent on the 

"puren facts for their foundation and not vice versa. The 

phenomenological facts remain unchanged even if the sensory 

functions actually vary. Further. the pure facts are also 

----- ~--~---AX------------------
1 Ibid~,p.148. 
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independent of all picture~ all possible symbols or signs etc., 

by 'lr1hich they might be designai;ed. They are independent even 

of concepts or any other linguistic units. 

On Scheler• s theory, the phenomenological facts or 

pure facts are a prior~ and not a posteriori - the latter being 

the case of natural and scientific facts. Now the question is 1 

What is meant by a or~ here ? Scheler define~ a prior,! thus, 

we designate as "a prior!" all those ideal units of 
meaning and those proppsitiQns ~hat are self-given 
by way of an immediate intuitive content in the 
absence of any kind of positing {setzung) ; .-•• ·1 

Thus, a griori,. for Scheler, means ideal units of meaning or 

significatio~ which neither posit the existence of a subjectivity 

,vhich i:'JOUld think them nor the existence of an object to which 

-such units of meaning are applicable. Apriority here means 

self-givenness and .is discovered by the thinking subject in 

eid'etic intuition. Scheler cites the exarrple of a case of 

deception.;, Suppose 'that one takes something to be alive, though 

it is not so; here, es,sence or nwhatness" of •; life(: is intuitively 

given ·in _case of deception~ Obviousl~, here t~is 11 ltl1hatness" or 

"factn· does not have ontological existence and hence it is 

.12ure a priori.- "The point, therefo.re, is to leave aside all 

kinds of positing,including _the positing of ~eal9 or ~on-real!', 
~ A r JJ2 
. illusion,. or • real~ etc. 

----------------·--------~------------------------·-----------------------
1 Scheler; Misx•, !2!malism in EthiC!; op.-cit., p. 48. 

'. 

2 Ibid. -
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Now this intuitive content can be callm -"phenomenon"· 

though this is not to be confused with n appearance•• supposedly 

behind ~"lhich something is assumed to be hidden. 'I'he \'lOrd 

.. phenomenon" here has been taken in the Husserlian sense so as 

to mean something which whollY shows it~. Nothing lies 

,!?ehi!!2 it. That is, essence' or phenomenon means absolute shot-Jing 

of iivh.at is given to intuitive insight.· This is the essenCe or 

"t-Jhatnessu of an object l-7hich· is kno't-Jn through phenomenological 

intuition or '{11hat may be called "essential intuiting". It is to 

be noted here that there is no question of degree in such 

n givenness" of a phenomenon.· •~Either this 'li'Jhat' is intuited and, 

hence atself"-given •••• ,or this 'what• is~ intuited and, 

hence, · not given" • 1 

S c:heler mal~es an important distinction betvJeen s2ences: 

or what he cells phenomenological fact~, on one hand, and concepts~ 

propositions which are the bearers of all inductive knot'llledge 

including all the so-called· scientific lmo'in7ledge, on the ot~r. 

On this vie~ concepts are different from essences in .that the 

former are linguistic but the latter are not. Essencea cannot 

be expressed by language, symbol or sign. and hence, cannot be 

mill.!Lef!• For, explanation, is al1;11ays linguistic. No i.nstruction 

is a help ·to get- in touch t-~ith it. 'l'herefore, phenomenological 

fact'· or essence is inoepenoent and different from both concept 

and ·l:'lhat :i..t refers to. It follows 'Chat the expressions of -
1 Ibid. -
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positive sciences whatsoever are different from this fact of 

special kind as this scientific knowledge is expressed through 

concepts and propositions. So Scheler t17rites. 

The concept • thing• and the -intuited '"thingness • 
the concept equality and the intuited equality, 7 

or the being equal (as distinguished from the 
1 

being-simila~. etc •• must be clearly distinguished. 

Here. Scheler is purported to have accepted Husserl' s categoriel 

intuition as found in Husserl's~ogical Investigation II.i 

It is evident from the foregoing account that the 

phenomenological fact can never be lmet-m through concept as it is 

amenable only to ,eE.enomenological .!!!.E:iti£!!• This fact of 

special kind is contentful though it cannot be knovm conceptually 

or through proposition. The object of ordinary experience is 

not a 11 fact" • To say that it is 11 fact" is to say something 

paradoxical. The object of phenomenological experience is a 

It fact" which is equated to contentful essence. This intuitive 

content cannot be grasped by any concept or proposition as it is 

non-linguistic something. On Scheler• s theory, knotviedge is also 

different from thought; for thoughts are carried out through 

linguistic means. In ethics, Scheler rejects the intellectual 

mode of knOYJledge. For hi~ knot,dedge of value is intuitive 

gJ.ven in a special kind of feeling. 

-----------------~----------·----------------------------------------

2 lli.s!·• See. p. 49, f.n .. 7. 
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The a priotl which Scheler talks of is not conceptual 

~ priori as Kant conceives. Sut Scneler rejects Kant•s 

transcenoental sense of a priori which is formal and conceptual. 

S cheler• s "essence'0 can be grasped not by any formal concept 

but by ''essential intuiting''. secondly, according to the 

Kantian sense of a prio.£!. real things. goods,. and acts are 

what 11 conforms" to the a prior,! content of experience in the 
-

sense of observation and induction. The 11 confonning' whiCh. 

according to Scheler. obtains betlr/een essences and real is not -
to be confused with the Copernican turn to which Kant draws our 

attention. 'l'hirdly, Scheler points out tha·t apriority of 

u facts" has nothing to do 'lr-7ith the dichotomy of "innate" and 

n acquired" iaeas of the Cartesian mode::! which are causal and 

genetic and are not applicable to the ·type of insight l:Jith 

which we are concerned he~e. 

All concepts and propositions find their fulfilment in 

such essences or contents tihich are a prior,! in nature. As 

s cheler says 

LE:7ssences and their interconnections are ~priori 
• given • 'prior• to all sense-experience (of this kind) • 1 

As 'li'Je brought out the point ~earlier; t'>lhat Scheler means by a pricE 

cannot be expressed by propositions. Schelerean brand of ~ prio£i 

belongs wholly to the ~iven" and to the realm of "facta". So 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
l ~ ... p.49.-
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11 A proposition is only a priori true <~r false) insofar as it 

"1 finds its fulfilment in such 'facts•. -
.On~ point ~hat merits attention here is that, the !J pri2,!i 

facts that are "givene• to intuition are not amenable to 
' ' 

-obsexvation and verification. Tney can neither be suspended or 
bQ.,.. 

cancelled by observation and induction nor further~improved. 

Rather the¥ give the empirical observation the desired direction~ 

It is the ... e:;.:s;;.;s;Ne:;;;::n:.:.t-=ia;;;.! nature of a." given content" that it cannot 

be observed but always intuited. It is the criterion of 

essences having interconnections among them that they are 

~\vaY,£ presupposed.. Ant! to recall the point earlier made. all 

concepts and propositions find thei;r fulfilment in this a orio.£! 

intuit~ve content •. The only \"Jay to make them "~~~ is pointing 

to them. It is the nature ~f phenomenological intuition that 

it has the intrinsic ability to disregard the natural fact 'l:Jhich 

exists in contingent location and ma~e the "fact" "seen:. 

Now, Scheler distinguishes phenomenological experience 

from sense-experience in terms of the follo111ing ~ criteria : 

( i) l?henomsnological experience a1lone yields ~facts" ' themselves' 

immediately without recourse to any mediated means ~.e., symbol~ 

signs or instructions. One can define, for exanple. a colour 

blue in different ways - as the colour of this or that object 

extensively, as the colour designated by the word "'blue"., as the 

-----------------------·--------------------------------·--------------
1 Ibid. · --



colour I am now seeing, etc. But . in ~11 tl1ese., ways of. definition .. ' . . ' .. 

the es~ence "bl\,1~ .. ~s co~9q. _ .. It ~s~basic somethinQ essentially 

and. in_ it•ell given. I:t. is the ;fact of intuition which is given 

immed.iat.e!~~ No presupposition. or· mediation of an~ing c~ 

block __ this ~ntui:tive· insii:Jht. ~o linguistic uni~ concept, 

symbol;. ·sign etc•- can block this immediate e~sential intuition 

· '' II . o·f. facts· '·themselvest.., "Phenomenological experience, however. 
' 

is the ¢xperience in which the totality of these sign~ symbols 

etc~ are fulfilled~. 1 Here, to· our understanding, .Scheler seems 

to adhere to ~usserl~an ideal of presuppositionlessness. . . . . . . . ' 

. - . 

(ii) The second criteria- of Scheler for dist-inguishing 

~henomenologicai e~erience ftOm.industive ~erience is that 
. . . . . . 

the foirner .is "immanent" experience and .!!25. transcendent like 

that of sense-exp'erience. In phenomenological eXperience, the 

essence or "phenomenon.. is intuitively given and never any.tbing 

outside ·of such an act can belong to it. But in the case of ,, 

ordinary experience, its object is always transcendent to the 

act o_£ ~e,riencing and. thus that which is not given in the, act 

of exoeriencing is "meant". In the case of ou~ experiencing a 
•• - • J • 

·chair,. ·for example, ·the chair does not belcm9. to t~e act of 
'. ,, -· . . ' . . . 

perceiving yet it. becomes a meant object. Phenomeno~o~,ical 

exp.erience is diffe~ent. however, t-1here this does not ~PP~·-

1 ~ •• pp·-. so-..st·~ 
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'l'hus, 

Li7n phenomenological experience nothing is meant 
.that. is not ~iv.en, and. nothing is given that. is. · . 
not meant. ~t Is precisely Je this eoincidenc~ of the 
.. rneantn and the "·given••. that .content of. phenome:;>.ologi,cal 
experi~nce alone_ becomes manifest \Kundwerdan) •· ,!!'! this 
:coincidence. in th? veey meeting point of fulfilment ·of 
what .is meant and \-'lhat is given_ the phenomenon amaea~.l 

'ro sum up, the separation. .between. what is meant and what is given 

cannot constitute the phenomenological experience;. 

An important aspect of Scheler• s theory may be brought 

out as follows. The immanent experience of the phenomenological 

'kind disregards the thatness of things and looks for. -whatness of -- -
things. ~t looks-for ~matness by asking the questions like 1 

What is the worlds What . .i.s man in te~s of his invariant 

structure .and essential .quaiities. 1 In similar way,. it ~sks 1 

~'/hat is the· experience of love and b~auty 1 Thus. phenomenolog.ical 

facts determine the meaning. of concepts and· propositions and not 

Y ice. versa• The facts, as we have seen, are a priori content 

and no arbitrary understanding is possible. Only pure int~ition 

is a:Ple to _grasp them ~ their essentials. 4].1 ordinary 

expe.ri·ence happens according to t.hem or conforms to th~ in 

order to have their meaning. 

In concluding this section on Scheler• s approach to 

·phenomenology, ~~- would do well to point out that the a priori 

u given" 'has- nothing t.o do 'td.th proof or disproof. n Insofar as 

1 ~.,p.·Sl. 
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thei,r a priori nature is concerned, it is a matter of 

indifference whether propositions of arithmetic function as 

axioms ox· as provable theorems••. 1 It is the content of 

intuition '!t'\lhich fulfils· thes·e· concepts or propositions. The 
. . . \ . . ~ 

. . . 
apriority of Sch~l~rean type. does ·I?:ot· mez:ely refer to the· ~ 

formal a prior,b :iout also refers to each concrete province of 

kno,...,iedge, such aS. geomet·ry~ mechanics, physics etc. t"'hich are 

founded upon this structure of a concrete aprioristic propositions 

which find their fulfilment in phenomenological contentj"fact". 

'I'he intuitive ,insight grasps the content tvhich pertains to the 

j~dgements of these fields. 

2. Scheler•·s Non-Formal Theory of Values 

Let us now consider in some detail Scheler's theory of 

values.. As an anti-thesis to the ethical system of Kant, Scheler 

develops his own ethical doctrine borrowing the aforesaid basic 

ideas f~m Husserlian phenomenology. As against Kantian formal 

value-theory, Scheler builds up a non-formal. theory of value. 

Regarding his value-theoJ:y,· he says : 11The spirit behind my 

ethics is one of rigid ethical absolutism and objectivism''. a 
Later, he goes on to descry it variously as 11!.,.motions 

int uilliuisrn" and "non-formal apriorisnf .• - He finally 

interprets his position as "~thical personalism" t'lhich he puts _______ ......... ....,..,..., __________ ., ______ _.... _________ _ 
2 Scheler, Max •• "Preface•• to the Second Edition of ·Formalism 

_in....t:tbics,_and Non-Fo .x:m.QJ. Ethics of Values ·• op. cit, •• p.XXIII. 
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as the sUbtitle of his main work1 as he believes that all values 

i.e. the values of things and beings are subordinated to values 

of the ..Qerson. 

schsler• s main etn.ical vJorl~ under reference here op.sns 

vJi th his attell!9t to d is•': .ingu.i.sh things, goods and values.; Goods 
2 

are defined as ~-things of value" i.e. as things ·in Nhich values 

are realised. Values are essentially independent of goods for 

their being and givenness. First, the being of values are 

independen·i: o:E things, state-of•effairs, ma1 and relation of all 

kinds which are their bearer, the so-call~ good.§• Values 

co existn and are given clearly and evidentially apart from the 

- ' 
givenness of the re arers of values. For example., one considers 

. -

in the least vJhich properties of '1.-'lork prompt this.- This is 

equally tru~ of all physical and psychic rela·tions.· ·~clearly. 

neither the experience of values nor the degree of adequation and 

the evidence •••• depends in any way on the experience of the 
3 

bearer of the values". The distinction between v alue.s and their 

bearers is thus clearly brought out. ~con9, to distinguish ~ 

value from its objects/state-o£-affairs does not xequire the 

pre-given knowledge of its bearer.· To distingui.s~ for exarcple. 

value of a pen f~m the pen itself aoes not require the knowledge 

1 His main work on ethics is : Formalism in Ethics ano 
Non-;Qrmal Ethics of Val~. ~-

2 s cheler, .1:-iax • .., Formalism in Ethics. op.-cit., P• 9. 

3 ~.,p.17.-



of what constitutes the pen. 11 Indeed0
, Scheler clarifies •. 

'/J7t is as if tl:le axiologigai' nuanc~ of an object 
;(whether it be remembered, anticipated, represented., 
. or ·perceived) lf.7ere the .first factor that came upon us, 
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· •••• A value precedes its object; it is the first 
~•.messengera of its pl:lrticular n~turc~ An object may be 

. vagtie and ~clear wh.ii'e its value 'is already distinct 
and clear.l 

Third, that values are different fxom their bearers is also clear ----
from the fact that values thauselves do not change with the 

changes that occur in their bearers. Just as coloux"blue" does 

not become red when a value sphere becomes r~ so the value 

of friendship remains Wlchanged even if a friend of mine tums 

out to be a false friend and' bet rays me. 

FouE_i:.b, values are also independent of our subjective 

emotional states, such as, sadness, gladness, desires etc. 

~ values - qualities· are 'different from v1hat humans value 

or consider important. For exanple, a painting by Bikash 

Bhattacharjee is beautiful,· n'ot because what people think 

according to social validity but because the beauty is found 

~.:!:!l the pai.nting in dependently· of people's opinion. Values are 
,., \l . II 

objectJ..ve ~ts. 

Finally, in their mode of givenness also, values are 

different from their bearers. Values are given in and through 

1 .!!?.!2 •. , p. 18. 

2 lbid.~-p·. 22. -

----~------~-----
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the immediate means of in ten tiona! feelin,2 "trJhile their be'arers 

are . g_iven through the ·immedi~.t;- means of sensuous intui~. 

' 
Scheler recognises the precedence of value-qua~ities over their 

bearers. in the matter of. their kno~ledge. ''Goods_ are thoroughly 
' 1 

~rmeateg by Values'1 • Thus in ordE:lr to distinguish bett¥een 
..... 

values and goods, Scheler. calls the former "things-~~ue" and 

the latter "value-things,. .. 

Now to tum to the ·que~tion, mat is value ? Scheler 

has the following to say J 

Insofar as the word 11 is" in this question refers to 
existence (and not o~lyto a mere copula), a value 
41 is" not at all. The concept of value does not allow 2 any_ more of a definition than the concept cf being does. 

. . . ' J ' . ' 
Manfred Frings interprets the above quoted wo.tds of Scheler to 

mean that n By itself, a value is neither an existing thing, nor 

does a value exist by itself in a platonic realm'. 4 A discussion 

on this point would ensue in _the follO\"iing p'aragraphs. 

According to .Scheler, -values.'~exist" the way a p~re 

colour of the spectrum eXists. Here Scheler seems to be def)ply 

indebted. to Hl,lsserl' s discussion of the being· of universals as 

1 
2 

3 

4 

-------
Ibid., P• 22. --
Frings, ~1anfred,S -., ·u'I'he Background of Max Scheler•·s 1927 

Reading of Being and Time. The Critique of a Critique 
Through Ethics" .fbilosophy Today, Vo1.36, No. 2/4, 
Sumn:tar 1992, p.lOl •. This passage is translated and 
quoted by Frings f~mScheler•s Gesammelte Werke,Bouvier 
v_erla~ Bonn, 1985 published in the article referred to 

A~cor~2g~eto Manfred Fring~ with this statemen~ contained in 
s cheler•s 1897 dissertation, his value-theox:y begins. 

See ·the Article referred to in f.n.2 above. 
~., the article referred to in f.n~ 2 abov~ z$._101. 
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it is found in latter• s "Investigation II"_. namely, ''The Ideal 

unity of Species and YJOdern theories of Abstraction••. 1 It would 

be wortht-Jhile to consider here Husserl 1 s theory of universal so 

as to gain an insight into Scheler• s treatment of this problem. 

J-t usserl reex>gnises the' obvious fact that a particular 

colour, say, a shade of red on the surface of a thing is an 

individual shade. Appearance of the colour red in the flag or 

in the blood are case of individual shades of the species red 

and these individual shades are Ciirectl;t kno'Wll by sight though 

the .species red is not a direct object of our sight. 'l'hus 

there can be two ways of attend.ing to such a situation a (i) It 

is possible to have a direct· awareness of the individual red 

shade through our senses (.here, sight) as also, (ii) it is 

possible to apprehend species red or red as ..w!.sb through 

intuition. Husser! puts the matter as follows a 

But the same appearance sustains different acts in two 
cases. In the first case it provides the presentative 
basis for an act of individual referenc~ i.e. for an 
act in which we apply ourselves to the apparent thing 
itself, and •mean• this thing or this feature, this part 
of the thing. In the latter case it provides the 
presentative basis for an act of conception and reference 
directed to the specieses i.e. while the thing appears, or 
rather the feature in the thing, it is not this objective 
featur~ this feature here and now that we mean. We mean 
its. content, its 1 idea 1 , we rneall. not this aspect of red 
in the hous~ but Red as such. 2 

1 Husserl, E., Logical I~~tigatio!!§. Vol. I. 'I' ranslated by 
J.N.Findlay, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1970. 

2 ~- pp.339-40. 
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The point more clearly is that though our gaze is directed 

towards the individual red shade, we can also intend or "mean'* 

the red as such in intuition. The distinction bet1:11een the 

particular instance of red colour and the species colour is 

readily acknowledged by Husserl. Hence, 

li]he act in which we mean the Species, is in fact 
essentially oif·ferent . from the act in t"lhich .'!....re 
mean the indiv idual.l 

A point that merits attention at this. stage is the 

following. Unlike British etr[)ericists, Husserl gives colour 

species . (species red in our example) a s·tatus of an ·~ obj E.!Ct10 
• 

Husserl joins issue with the British empericist~ on this point 

as the latter regard colour species to be a concept which is 

formed by abstraction. 
2 

Further, on Husserl 1 s theo.ty, species red can be the 

"object11 of an act and is given SJ:fferentll f.rom holi'J the 

individual red shade is given to our apprehsnsio~. While 

directing our attention towards the individual shade. t>Je ~mean" 

or 0t intend" the species red and thereby species red acquires 

the status of an obiect. That i~ the species ~d is an 

--------·--------------------~----------·-------------.---------·--------
1 

2 

Ibid., p.339. -
As to ho't..r the species becomes an 80 objectn, attention may be 

drenm to Husserl's otm worOE!: "tr1hile ·che red object and 
its emphasized aspect of red appears before u~ we are 
• meaning-• the single identical Red and are meaning it in 
a noble manner, through t'l7hich precisely the species and 
not the indiVIdual, becomes our object". ~.,p.337. 



gbject given in int~4:2!2· "A new mode of apprehension" 

Husserl points out. 

~s been built on the· intuition of the individual 
house or its·red aspect. a mode of apprehension 
constitutive of the .intuitive presence(. •·· .) of the 
Idea of Red.l 
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Now, in the backgr.ound of t'he foregoing account of 

Husser1 1 s views it would be possible to understand scheler•s 

approach to the problem. Scheler regards valu$.§ as 116 obj ects11 

quite in the sama way as·for Husserl colour species is an 

al obj ect•• given th.t:ough an intuitive act. As Moo sa points 

out, "Just as red is an obiec_:t of an act, so also values 

are objecl§~l And so, Scheler cleal:ly states that aavalues 
3 are true· objects and are different from all states of feeling'. 

Now, \"Jhat does Scheler mean'' by saying that values are 

objects• This may be made clear in terms of the follo\"Jing t~iO 

points : (~ to be an object lt must be given to intuition. And 

such objects are s9ntentful ana not be mere content1ess concepts. 

11 'l'he value i'csel.£'1
, Scheier holds, 10 always must be j.ptuitiv.2!x 

4 
_given or must refer b<Uck to that' l{ind of givenness11

• Else\1here, 

he clarifies that moral values are. 

· ,.>:·,.'bets of non-formal intuitio!!t not of sensible intuition. 
if by 11 intultion11 -we-mean lmffieaiacyo£ the givenness of en 

. object•~•·s , . · 

--~·--~---~---------------------------------·--------------~----
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{ii) Second, the -view that values are objects implies 

that they are not abstracted from concrete thing~ actions or 

persons. "Values are not" Scheler clarifies. 

· C'.toncepts abstracted from empirical, concrete things. 
men, or deeds; nor are they abstract, "dependent" 
moments of such things.. They are independent ph.snomma 
that are comprehended independently of the peculiarity of 
contents, as \'llell as of the. being-real or the being-ideal 
and the non-being (in"this twofold senseh of their 
bearers.l · 

That is to saY that just as the individual shade of. say, red 

does not exist and the species red ·is not .formed by abstraction, 

so the ~.lues are not derived from our sensible experience of 

concrete things and men. 

The foregoing account of hot"l Schel(.;lr has regarded values 

as objects brings out in focus the .in·fluence of Husserl on his 

views. This influence woulo seem .to be quite perva$iVe as may 

be seen from the follo"ling consideration. Scheler accepts the 

Husserlian thesis that there are -ideal objects of knowledge 

which are independent both of knowing subject and real objects. 

on this view, values are particular class of iaeal objects 

which are objective, eternal and ·unchangeable. In order to 

understand thi~ it would be worthwhile to turn to a consideration 

of the Husserlian concept of u ideal". For Husser!, there are 

two types of objects ~ real and ideal. Real is defined in 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
l. ill£., p.185. 
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terms of its temporali~. It includes both physical as well 

as mental entities. For example, a pen or a present state of 

mind exists in certain duration of time. "We define 'reality• 

in terms of temporality. For the only point of importance is 

to oppose it to the timeless 'being' of the ideal". 1 In other 

word~ temporality does not belong to what is ideal. In case 

of colour, the individual shade of, say, rea is te~oral, 

existing on the surface of the object, and therefore, is real. 

But the species red is timele~ and therefore ideal. 

'l'he ideal object also exists, though its "existence" 

is not spatio-temporal like that of real objects. This is not 

to say that what is ideal is ficticious. Ideality is 

distinguishable from what is fictitious or imaginary insofar as 

the former is existent, and the latter is not. Husser! say~ 

AJ7t is naturally not our intention to put the being 
~hat is ideal on a level with being-thought of which 
characterises the fictitious or the non-sensical. The 
latter does not exist at all~··• Ideal object~ on the 
other hand, exist genuinely. 

Note here tha_t the categories of space and time are not 

applicable to ideal being. 11 We do not deny but in fact 

emphasizec•' Husserl contends, 

_ that there is a fundamental split in our unified 
'conception of being •••• 1 we take account of this split 
tthen ""e distinguish between ideal being and real being' 3 between being as species and being as v~at is individual. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------=-1 

2 

3 

Husserl, E., Logical Investigations, .2l2i£i:t•, p.352. 
Ibio. -
~.,p.353. 
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The crux of the matter.is that what is ideal·for Husserl is 

neither spatia-temporal nor fict·itious or non-sensical but 

S0ffi9thing whiCh eXiSts aS II genuine Object" e 

It is interesting to see h0\'11 Scheler makes use of this 

insight to uncover the nature of values. Schele;c writes, 

"Value-qualities,. hotvever,. are ' ideal objects 1 as are qualities 

1 of colours and sounds". According to this vie"t"'l,. value are not 

real objects. Nor are they something fictitious. They are,. 

as Moosa put~ ~ideal essences that can be disclosed to us but 
- . 2 

not positeCi by usn. Scheler compares thei. r nature of being 

with colour and says that values exist the wsx· species colour 

exists. Value as ideal has its own· being. so, 

@ather, all norms, imperatives, demands etc. if they are 
not to be understood as arbitrary orders .- have their 
foundation in an autonomous being, the ~ing of values. 3 

But 't"lhat is an 11 autonomous beingi8 ? And \..;hat does it mean to 

say that values have autonomous· beini ? In one definite sense,. 

we can say that values do not depend on anything else for their 

11 existence". Though the person alone, Scheler says, · n is th~ 

ultimate bearer of value, but in no respect whatso~Zlvar is the 

a 
person a posit:or of valuesc•. On the other hand, value is 

1 s cheler, M., Formal~ in Ethics, .OP• ci.tu p. 21. 

2 ~1oosa, I., "Are Values Independent Entities? Scheler• s . 
discussion of the Relation between values and persons" c 

~mal of the Bri~fill. Society for Pheno,m;_!!ology, 
Vol·;.. 24, N'?~ 3, October, 1993, P• 272.· · . 

3 Scheler,. M., !'.g~ism in Ethic!!,. op.cit., p.21. 

4 Ib.:i.d.', pp.186 ... 87. 
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totally independent of the v.Yorld of gooos and its changing form1 

values are eternal, immutable self-contained being. Furthe~ 

S c:heler pointedly says that "Values cannot be created or destroyed., 

They exist independently of the organisation of being endowed 

1 
t.'tfi th spiritn. 

To say that values are ideal does not me~n that they do 

not have any contact with reality. Scheler e.xplaino this point 

in the following passage 1 

It is only 'in goods that values becom~ZJ • rea-l' •. They e~re 
not yet real in valuable things. In a good, ho'!:'Jever. 
a value is objective (1r1hatever the value may be) and real 
at the same time. There are genuine increase of value-=-iil 
the real lil1orld 'l'rlith any ne't<J good. Value-qualities, 
however, ar2 ideal objects as are qualities of colours 
and sounos. 

Implicit in this is the. idea that. values are give~ jR this world. 

And values are intuited in goods ancl ,perso~.s. Species red, to 

repeat our earli~r example, is independent of all x:ed objects; 
' ' 

and only in these red object~ one can intuit the species red. 

Only through the experience of, say, the red objects, orie grasps 
\ . 

the species red. Imtiaz Moosa who is avowedly cri~ical of 

platonism looks at the situation fxom Aristotlean standpoint. 

And so, he is qUick to concl:ude that "values are. independent 

of man and goods, but yet can only .be intuiteCl in them10
• 

3 
This 

..,.2 ' ~ -
1 Ib;se:' P• ~16~ 
2 ~.,p.21. 

3 l\1oosa, I., t!A c·ritical Examination of Sche;J.el; 1 s Justification 
.,of the existence of Values'0, The Joumal of Value In.9!!!!,X, 
.Vol •. 25, 1991, P• 27 .• 
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way of putting the matter seems quite reconcilable with what 

Scheler actually saxe in the JJreface to the third edition of 

Fo rmali.S!m in Ethi.£!l' \':fhich me~its our attention here. 

In fact, .I reject, in principle and at the very 
threshold of philosophy, a heavenly realm of ideas 
and values that is "independent" of the essence and 
~!llion of liVing spiritual act§. independent not 
~ with regard to man and human consciousness but 
also with regard to She e!sence and execution of_! 
living spirit in ~~s!· 

Else't"1here, Scheler elaborates, 

There is an ideal meaning-content of •• the good" 'tvhich I 
can bring into my consciousness with a good man and ,,a 
gooo deed, just as I· can do this with the ideal soecies 
•red' in e seen red colour i.e., the •rea• in a certain 
~hade of red. 3 

An interesting point which we have brought out in the 

above para is that one cannot grasp values without having his 

experience of the world of goods and of men. Becaune it is only 

through directing his gaz~ to specific goods or.~n that it ~s 

possible to intend OX' tamean."· a value in intuition, wen though 

the realm of values is independent of the world of goods and 

of men. 

l oo.cit. --
2 Ibid. -
3 Il::dd., p.l65. 
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At this stage a point of crucial importance may be 

brought out. We l-ave a little earlier pointed out that for 

Scheler, values are "ideal essences" which await disclosure to 

us and that values cannot be created or destroyed. Now, this 

position of Scheler seems to have undergone a complete change 

and reversal in his later writings in whi~ as I.~'loosa - -"brings out "he L,S cheler_/ states that essences or values 

are .!Bven~g, tKonstruieren) or created (schaffen) • They are 

not merely discovered or found (Vorfinden) • This i:::> his 
,, 1 

definitive later position. 

;.E;-t us now turn t.o schel~r•s furth~r phenomenological 

characterization of values. According to Scheler,. values are 

In ethical spher~ 

they are 11 facts" of morality. Here "facts" means, for Scheler. 

the pure facts or phenomenoJ.ogical facts
3 

which were available 

to us as pure intuitive contents in immediate experience and not 

in sense-experi~nce like that of natural facts. By saying that 

valu-es are "pure facts". SC"Jleler seems to mean that values 0\/l...SL 

. .. 
independent not only of n~turel factors, but also of all 

rne1:;aphysical factors; in short, values are stripped of all 

----------------------------~--=-----------------------------~-----1 iloosa. I., "Are Values Independent en·tities 1 Scheler• s 
discussion of the Relation bet"tr.reen Values and' Persons;;. 
Journal of the British...,2ociety for :Phenomenology. 
Op.eit., P• 273.· 

2 Ibid., p.166. 

3 We have already explained 'l:"lhat Scheler is meant by
.. Phenomenological facts" in the section, 
Scheler ana Phenomenology. 
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transcendences. Because, for Scheler, ••values are facts 
. . . . 1' 

that belong_ to a specific mode of (3xperience1
'" Thus ~cheler 

has used the word "fact" to characterise values not in general 

sense but in a technical sense where it is meant to be independent 

of our positing beliefs or disbeliefs • 

. . 
Furthe~ values_ ~s pure facts are iri a new and peculiar 

sense ap.;iori. i.e. independent of what can· be given- by. inductive 

and particularly by. causal knov~ledge. . They are a-lso not found 

.iP: the valuable things. ..Rather, they are presupposed by our 

sensuous experience of valuable things ant;i beings. Values, 
2 

according to Scheler• s definition · of a prior~ ·are meant to 

be iaeal units of meaning '·which neither posit the existence of 

a person ·who bears them nor does it posit any object to which 

they are applicablee As Scheler clea-rly states, "A value 

precedes its object; it i's -the -first "messenger" of its 

paiticular naturen. 
3 

Elsewhere, Scheler recognises that there is 

'Jl0non ... formal series of values, with its order, t¢1ich 
.is' "_;!;;otall:£ in:Ciependent' of the world of goods and -its 
cz:anging · ,£ortns, and which -is a prioS: tp such a tlforld 

· o·z goods. q · 

Moreover, values, according to Scheler, are de-symbolizing 

phenomena.. They can neither· be grasps d through concepts or 

propositiori' nor through symbols or signs. The c_oncepts, for 

--------------------~-----------------------------------------=-----
1 ·schei.e~ Max., Fo~malism in Ethics,. og.cit., p.l87 fli • 

2 Please see, Section, t~scheler and .phenomenology" above. 

3 Scheler, Max., Fo·rmilism i.e. Ethic_§, gp.c.3J:., p.18 •. 

4 l!i?.!2.•, P• 23. 
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Scheler, are also Jiyml?ols used for rEJpresenting -values, 

because they predic~te them $l. :erogerties of certain volitional 

acts, aeeds, or persons e. g. • good 1 , • evil •, · 1 noble •, 1 base • • 

But accoraing to Scheler, 

Values are no·t concepts abstracted from ernpi'rical. 
concrete things, men oz; deeds.... They are inC!§Penf!~ 
phenomena that are comprehended independe·ntly of the 
peculiarity of c9nt~nts.~ •• 1 

similarly, Scheler also rejects' any attempt ·co grasp values by 

any m;:;diated means, such as, symbols, signs etc~ Because, ·the 

danger of symbolism 1~ in the tendency of symbols to displaco 

and to conceal the phenomena.· 

According to Scheler,. 11 values are given first of all 

in feelin~ (Fuhlen) eo • 
2 

They .are given to us as intentional 

objects of our feeling, as colours are given to us in and 

through visual perception. values are 9omp1etely inaccessible 

to reason and hence it is beyond the grasp of intell~~. Reason 

is blind to them as the ear and heari.n9 are blind t.o colours. 

Here we must keap ·in my m;J.nd Scheler• s general standpoint 

according to t"1hich 'the distinction bet\1een th~ faculties of 

reason and feeling is a fanciful ~'prejudiceen. "This Prejudice~, 

-----------------------------------=~-------------=~~------------
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Scheler says, 

4£/onsists in upholding the diVision between •reason• and 
sensibility•, which is completely inadequate in terms of 

the structure of.the ,spiritual. This division demands 
that we assign everything that is not rational -- that is 
not order, lat~, ancl the like - to sensibility. Thus our 
whole emotional life - and, for most modern philosophers, 
our conative life as well, even love and hate - must be 

. assigned to • sensibility'. According to this division. 
~Vf?:I:Yt!!J!!.s in the mind tvhich is ~logical, e.g. intuition, 
feeling, striving, loving, hating, is Cl.ependent on man·•s 
psychophysical organisa,t,io~.l · 

l 1c, is therefore, alJ. .... important for Scheler i.:o have e. correct 
. 2 

t:heory of the sort of fc:~cling that is concerned in value-experience. 

Let us now turn to this aspect of Scheler's theory. 

The type of feeling in and through v-Jhich values are 

revealed is called u; intentional feeling" o:r: "feeling-actse~. 
-

These feelin9•acts should not be confused with the sensib~e 

feeling-states. The following consideration ~elp us to.understand 

ths distinctness of feeling~act& from feelb~g-~~· 

Firstly, a feeling-s·tate is a asxchological state of 

mind caused. by objects, events or si~cuations. Fox.v ~.:mmple, 

:t may be ·sad because of mY failure in the examination. The sadness, 

---------------------------------------------------------~--------------
1 lQ!~.,pp.253-54. 

2 According to Findlay, •~scheler, like Hartmann, is concerned 
:to put emotion, rather than cold intellectual grasp, at 
the Centre of Value-experiencec'. E?lease see. J .N .Findlay's 

· Ax.iological Ethics# ~., p. 59. 
M'acmilian--afi(fco.Ltd., London, 1970. 
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I feel, may evoke in me various sentiments. I may be heartbrol-cen 

or composed, defiant etc. The feeling of sadness remains so long 

as subjective emotional state does not change. The feeling-states 

are always towards certain objects, events, or situa·cion, through 

simple contents of sensing, thinking, representing or pe.rceiv ing 

and such a connection is always mediat2• On the cont:rary, 

feeling-acts at'e not. mere psychological stai;e of mind, but are 

el~!u:1.2!t to such e. state. ~hey go directly to 1:heir objects. 

nemaly, values. Schu'cz holds t:hat ~~ int~entional feeling-fun.ctions 

do not need ·the intermediacy of the so-called objectifying acts 

of representing, judging etc.- .in order to come lntci· immsdiatc:: 

contact t~ith their objectsc' • 1 "For here10
, sc~ler clarifies, 

· fijJe oo not feel • about .somethir1g' j "1:-Je irrmediately, feel 
somethiJ:!S, i.e •• a specific value-quality. In this case, 
i.e.1 in the execution of feelin~ we are not objectively 
conscious of feeling itsQdf. Onl2 a value-quality comes 
tC up011CI US fz:om 'li'Jithin Or t-JithoUte 

Secondly, a feeling-state is only related to what is 

ou1Cside of it or transcendent to consciousness. Such a rela't:ed-

ness, fo.r Scheler, is not ·ooo:rigin~co -.· On the other hand, the 

.relatedness between fee1inQ-act's and their objects i.e. values, 

is o.rigina.!• Here, 01 original" is to be understood as vlhat 

~ 

(feeling-acts) Q,;j,gi~ j.ntend§ its .9...t!l k.ind of objects, 

1 Schutz, ~ .. , "Max Scheler•·s' ·Epistanology and Ethics" 
Collected Papers III. oa. cit., p.163. 

2 Scheler, 1-1ex., Form§!i§!!Lin Ethics, op.cit,. p. 259. 
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namely, values". 1 
'I' hat is, a feeling-acts when related to 

s mental state is being self-reflsctive insofar as consciousness 

is directed upon ~!!£. 

Thitrlly, feeling-states are dead and factual states 

of mind, For, "there is no 11 signifyingt in it, nor is there any 

immanent directedness in it". 
2 

aut on the contracy, feeling-acts 

have signification that is e• capable of ful£ilment18 and 

00 non-fulfilmentn 4! 
3 

Nm1, feeling-acts are "intentional" in the 

sense that in and through these feeling-acts, values are given 

to us. 

Finally, in the case of feeling-state~ one is passively 

~ffecE:2 by a definite cause, the cause being outsioe of or 

transcendent to consciousness. But in the case of feeling-acts, 

one is actively responding to ·•@objects", such as are given to 

consciousness by the intentional character of feeling-acts. 

To put the whole matter more clearly, a feeling-act 

which 8'is a goal-determined movement" 4 is a reflective act of 

consciousness as against a feeling•state which is directed 

tc:n'l1aro something outside of itself. Feeling-states "ariseco --
out of or caused by v1hatever that is outside of them. The 

~~~~-------~------------~-------------~------------------·--~-
. 1 1!?.!2., p.258. 

2 ~ .. p.257. 

3 Ibid., o. 258. --
4 ~.,p.257. 
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connection between mental states and what causes them is not 

original connection. By the term "originalce, Scheler means, 

whatever is 11 im.rnanent" to ·'Consciousness. A feeling-act, as 
-

an act of consciousnes~ which is directed towaxds itself 

when it is related to mental states. The connection between 

feeling-acts and feeling-states is. original. The intentionality1 

of feeling-acts secure immanence of feeling with regaxd to 

consciousness~ In short, a feeling-act is one that is 

directed upon itself or consciousness as mental states are 

given to consciousness. On the other hand, feeling-states 

have their connection with what causes them which is outside 

of consciousness or what is transcendent to consciousness. 

Having made the phenomenological analysis of feeling-acts 

in terms of having their intentional character towards values 

t'l7hich are the objects of these cognitive intentional fee.ling-acts, 

Scheler now proceeds to explain the nature of "existence" of 
-values. Firstly, it seems that Scheler seeks t·o prove the 

co existence41 of values by e~amining the ~ of givenness of 
-
values. Values arG the in tendeo object of intentional 

feeling-acts. As pointed out earlie~ intentionality of 

feeling-acts cannot but be directea towards such a being 

which belongs to its ~ kind of being and that i~ towards 

1 Here, it may be noted that Scheler seems to draw a 
distinction between what he consioers intentionality 
in· a "strict't sense as against the general notion. of 
intentionality. The former stands for "those experiences 
that can ~ an object and t~hose execution an 
objective content can appear". ~.,PO! 259. 
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values. The relatedness between feeling-acts and that of then 

intended objects i.e. values is n.oit artificial like that 

bett"'Jeen fe~ling-states and its object, but oriqinal. 

Further, the intended object is given originally and 

~diate,!x tdthou·t recourse to the objectifying acts of 

representing, judging etc. This implies that the object is 

given with evidence. For Scheler, 01Thc self-givenness and 

evidence (insight) are prior to truth and falsity. 'J::'herefore. 

what is given with evidence is given with utmost clarity. 

Scheler says that values are given evidently and immediately 

in their '1 essential'• intuition of them. No doubt can be cast 
- -. 

regarding their original givenness. The givenness of values 

are no·t mediated like that of feeling-states and their objects. 

Nor can anything stana in the way of their givenness in essential 

intuition. Just as an inClividual shade of red colour is given 

to our sensible intuition with immediacy, so are the values 

given in our essential intuition through cognitive intentional 

feeling-acts. so, Scheler argues that the immediacy of givenness 

of values is equated with their being given with absolute evidence. 

seconClly, Scheler argues that the feeling-acts, being 

intentional characte~ must have an intended object corresponding 

to such acts. Feeling-acts ~re cognitive acts and reveal or 

disclose something to us~ A feeling-act is a feeling of 

comething, cognition of some being. In other \'Jords, the 

feeling•act reveal its own ldnd of being. This being is, for 



Scheler, nothing but values t-Jhich have unique existence 

of their own. 
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;Let us concern ourselves with Scheler•·s view with regarCl 

to the relation between moral .values and the ought. Scheler 

criticises Kant for latter's emphasis on laws and imperatives 

as th13 fundam~ntal facts. of morality. Scheler asserts, on the 

contrary to Kant, the primacy of value-phenom~na as the basic 

"facts" of morality,. Scheler does not, hol:vever,. deny the 

phenomenon of _QY.qhtness• Acco.tding to hi~ 11 any ought-to be is 
,• 1 

founded upon a value and not the other way aroundn. A value. 

for Scheler, is an idel:ll object upon ~11hich an ought-to-oo 

depenos. 

s cheler distinguishes bettrJeen ideal ought-to-be and 

obligatory/normative ought-to•bc. The former is founded upon the 

intuitive insight into a value. But this is not to say that the 

ideal ought~to-be creates values. It merely presupposes them. 

-.'\ccording to Scheler, this relation bQ)tt.'.7een ideal ought and 

values is gcwe.rr.ied by tr.vo aY..ioms, namely, "anything of positive 

volue ought to be, and any'ching of negative value ought not to bei' ~ 

This interconnection between values and the idG:lal ought-to-be 

is not reciprocal, but uniliteral. As s ch~ler says, 

J'Ejvery. ought. has it~ foundation in valuesc.. but 
values are not founded in the ideal ought.~ -

-------------------------·------------
l shutz#,. A., uMax Scheler's Epistemology and Ethj;cs", 

£2~Paper I~l,. op .. c~., P• ~63. 
2 Scheler, M., "Formalism in Ethic~"~ 52E.!£.!:E•• p.206. 
'3 Ibid. -==--
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In other ~Jords, the ideal ought-to~be p_resuppo.ses the values, 

but values ?o not presuppose the ideal ought-to-be. 'rhus, 

ideal ought-to-be'depends on values and actually forms the 

foundation. of the normative ought-to-be. The ideal ought~to-be 

and not the nor[:native ought-to-do is the indispensable foundation 

of moral actions. 

When the ideal ough~-to-be. generates the imperative of 

~:ny fo~ such as, the .. ad~ ice, comma~d, o~der. etc., ·it becomes 

normatiVe ought-to-qo. ~ike the ideal ought to pe, the normative 

ought-to-do presuppose the non-being of a positive value. . but ·in 

addition, the latter presupposes a t~ndency of the subject which 

opposes the realisation of the value. 
' ' 

Thus the relat .ion b~~ooJeen values, ideal ought· and 

normative ought is irrevers.ible aQd is as follows 1 

· 'l'he knot-Jledge of values gen~rates the ideal ought-to-be 
and the latter in turn the no x;mati ve ought-to-do'e! 

N0\'17 we shall turn to 'ari important and peculiar feature 

of Scheler's v·altie~thics,. namely, the ab~olutism of values on 

orie hand and the rcllativity of norms on the other• It is a 

historical fact of some ·importance that imperatives and norms 
'. 

seem to cha·nge from one social group to another. or one race to 

another•· For that matter, the different social, groups practice 

1 S hutz, A.,· 11 Max Scheler• s Epistet:nology and Ethics01
, · • 

9.2l.lecte.9.J?.aper ·:ri~. pp.c:I:S••P.~1?0. 
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diverse ethics oX', the same society upholds some. values at, the 

p,resent time which may dif'fer marked~y from what they \"Jere 
,, 

in earlier times.. Thus different social gr,oups, or different 

generations "i'lithin the same societ:y, may have different norms 

for the evaluation of conduct. But the question i~ how is 

the fact of the divergence of norms in different societies or 

gene rations compatible with the thesis that the values are 

eternal and absolute ? Values also change with the changable 

norms followed by different societiea 1 

~cheler argues that having.different norms ~1 

historic.ally existing societies does, not imply that the ~ 

values are not recognised by these different societies. There 

may be different norms \-bile the ~ values are recognised. In 

Scheler• s -vJords, 

L8711 imperative~and norms can ~ historically and with 
different group~ .~en when the same values are recognised; 
and they can contim~e to vary, even when. the ~arne. 
propositions of the ideal ought are affirmed.l 

0 r, iil sev-Jhe re, 

/!f]here may 'tiell be quite different la'II'Js or any number of 
laws of exception in the presence of the same moral values 
and the same order of ·ranks, but nothing cani::H3 said 
against the objectivity and ident~ty of moral values 
because of this state of affairs. 

--------------------·-----------------------
1 Scheler, M., Formalism in 'Ethics, op. cit., p. 215. 

2 ~., P• 217~ 
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Thu~ fDOrn the fact that different societies have different norms 

and it a·oes ~ . f~;Llow that values themselves differ in the sense 

o£ .being given as :relative to a given society. It is rather the 

case that each society simply v~ews these absolute values from 

its own divergent ;eerspes_tives i.e. as if each t.ras looking 

thr;ough, a different. \-Jind~w at the same absolute values. Thus 

the relati.vity of .norms to. different ethos groups does not in 

any way. imply the rela·tivity. of values themselves. 

s cheler observes that the erroneous theories of the 

sociological and historical changableness of values have come 

into existence either in a confusion of the value-bearers with 

t.he values themselves or .bY way of false inference about the 

changes in values f~om changes in norms; or in equally erroneous 

inferenc~. f:rorn the lack of generality to a deficient objectivity 

of values, or finally, .:tn a confusion of the relativity of value

'!""judgerrients wit};1 ~bsolut:eness of val~·es. 

'l'he dimensions of the relativity of value-estimationS~, 

especi.ally ethical value-estimations have been clearly analysed . . ' 

by Scheler in his Formalism in Ethics. In a study of historically 
~--- ·---~ 

moral 'facts, it is necessary to distinguish1 apart (-i) the 

variartions in the morals· ·proper, (ii) the s·tages .of intellectual 

insight into the inner and outer causal connections of things. 

and (iii) the, features of the techniqure;3s of actions existing 

--~----~-~----------------·----------------·--------------------------· 
1 Please see Scheler's Formalism in EthiC§; op. cit.-, p. 296, f •. n. 
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among oifferent social groups. It is possible to analyse the 

:rel~tion·ship of social groups to values only by a reduction of 

the social group under comparison to the ·same l wel in te.tms of· 

their intellectual culture, their technique of action, the 

levels of their value-estimations ·e-tc. Now,. it is necessary to 

rerrove all these disguises in order to disclose ~! sphere of 

values vrhich is relative to these different social groups in 

their nfeelability". 

Scheler distinguishes five types of so-called 
. " 

relativity.~, \-~Ihich do not affe·ct the objectivity of values 

themselves : 

(i) Variations in feeling values themselves and therewith 

the structure of preferring values. Scheler calls it the 

variations in ethos. 
~~. 

(ii) Variations in our op:inions about ethical matters. 

These variations occur in our judgemental sphere. 'l'hese are called 

by s chel er the variations in ~.£§· 

('..iii) Variat.ions on the types of· institutions, _good_e, and 

actions which function as factual units. The exampl·es of these 

types are marri·age, ·murder, the·tt, ·etc. ·.These are founded upon · 

mpral value-complexes. Theft, for exarrpl~ presupposes the 

existence of property.-· But ·in societies vlhich nave not yet 

introduced property the action i.e. the theft cannot even occur. 

--------------------------~~-~~--~·~--------------·--------------
1 Please see Scheler• s Egrmalism iJl.!:!:hics. p.299 onv1aros. 
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( iv) Vari~tions .in t~e v.alue-estimations of the 

p:racti.cal conduct .<?f men. based on norms or imperatives 

recognised by th~se m~n and which correspond to ~~~ 

. structures of !?referring. ~.he value .of such practical 

compart~en~ is ent.irely based on ethos prevailing among them. 

Variations of this type are called variations in J)..;f!S~icaJ. 

{v) Variations belonging to th~ areas of mores and customs 

in which ethical beliefs are expressed. It is the variations in 

forms of action expression which are rooted solely in tradition. 

:r'his type .of variation is the variations of ~.2· 

Scheler's in·tention in considering the various kinds 

of variations at different .levels is to say that none of 

these variations implies a relativity of moral values themselves. 

The abC)vementioned variations do not alter the fact that "values 

are irreducible, basic phenomena of emotive intuition". 1 T-hus 

it is riot norms but the valu~s, which are static ana immutable 

in nature, are the ultimate fact of morality a.."ld they remain so 

insp,ite ·of the changes t~at occur in societies or races .. 

Hence, Scheler• s p6irlt is that values themselves are not 

relative, · but one•·s knot.Jledge of ·the ''alues is relative. In 

Shultz • s ",qords, 

•'' 

~ot the ex~stence of value~ but their perceptibility 
is :relative·. 

------------------------------·------------·------------------------------1 l8.!S•• P• :265. 
2 -Shutz,A., u!1ax Scheler's Epistemology ;;md Ethics••, 

Collected ~apers IIJ, 212• cit.,.p.l?O. 
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~J.J:\~.:P~~~ .. t.iv~thst is invol~eQI here• Scheler's position 

has been very clearly brought out by s hutz in the follO'f:J.ing t-Jorcls, 

SchE:Jl<as: contettds that an absolute stbJ.cs of matex;.i<;ll 
values Glone, if correctly understoo~ postulates the 
emotionel valu€':!-pers¢ctiv.iam of hi::rt:oric-s~l en~ 
sociological units, as well as the essential in 
com:r;;:leter:u:sss of tho Qthos on eoy l(..~e! of its forrration~ o •• 

1 

Let us now consider Scheler• s discussion of the 

hiajarchicsl o~der of ~alues which is said to exist among values 

thensclvoa. 'Ihio order of ranko belongs to the very essence of 

values as the <lifference bet'i:Jeen "positive" and '3negati.vetl 

values. 1.:h.is means that one value stands to another one in the 

This o priori order of ranl!;S is absolute and self-extent. 

and this order is apprehended by us in particular feeling-acts 

. 
height of a value is ·•given .. , by virtue of \';its essence, only 

. 2· 
.in the act of preferr.ingn • 

Scheler points out thet the height of values is not 

~ecause "prcfoll:'rin~ is an act of tho emot:ionnl ana intentional 

Ibid.·, o.173e -- -
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life on a higher level than the emotional functions by which 

1 the values are revealed" • 

To the question What is meant by the act of preferring ? 

Scheler carefully distinguishes areferring £~m choosing as the 

former refers to the felt relations among values whereas the 

latter is always choosing among goods and is an act of the will. 

Preferring is different from choosing in that, for example, one 

prefers orange to apple without thinking of choice. Preferring 

is an immediate feeling of the relations that are prevalent among 

values! The act of preferring which takes place between values 

themselves are independent of goods and therefore, a prio£!. 

Further, according to Scheler, "the height of a value is "given .. 
. 2 

not 'prior to preferring. but ~!l preferring11
• Moreover, it is 

not the precondition for the act of preferring that the plurality 

of values be given in feeling to serve as the foundation of the 

act of preferring. 

Scheler finds two aprioristic order of the rank of values, 

( i) the first order of rank contains the height of values in 

accordance 1r1ith their bearers. This first one is relatively 

"formal11 in colll}'>arison \"lith the second which is a purely non-formal 

a priof.! order. In this order of rank \ie find the ••values 

attaching to persons and values attaching to things, values for 

self and values for another, values of acts, functions and 

reaction~ of disposition~ deeds and consequence~ of 

--------------------------------------------------·--------------------1 Schutz, A., "Max Scheler's Epistemology ana Ethics", 
£2!~~~eer.§ III, 2!?.:.~·· p.l67. 

2 schel er, Mo, Formalism in Ethics, op.cit., p.sa. 



intentional exper~ences, of foundaments, forms and relations 

of .things for their otvn. sake and of things for something 

else• s sake etc," 1 

The second aprioristic order is more importan~. 

Because '*the facts of these modalities present the strongest 

refutation of Kant•o foDmalism"~ 2 
In this order of ranks, the 

lot11er value is clepGnden't upon the higher one• According to 

Scheler~ the lO"irJer values can exist only insofar as the higher, 

to which they are related and in·which they find their meaning 

.exist, In other words, the lo~Jer values are axiologically 

conditioned by the higher ones, All these are applicable to 

the same mode as well as to the gradation of the order of rank 

of modes, Scheler distlnguishes four modalities among values 

which are as follows : 

(i) The first order of ranks of value consists of the 

value series which ranges from~e aggreable to the dis~reea~. 

These values belong to the sensible feeling and they are values 

of. things, functions and states. 'l'his modality is •• relative" to 

sensible nature in general, but not necessarily to any 

particUlar organism. Animals too have these feelings.· What is 

agreeable to one man moy be disagreeable to another, but this 

difference is absolute and evident prior to any knowledge of 

things. 

-------------------------------------,--------------~----==------------
1 Findlay, J .N ., Axiological Ethi£~ .2£:.Cit., p.-63. 

2 s cheler, H.·, Formalism in Ethics, op.·cit.~ p.-105.· 
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(ii) The second modality,' that of vital feeling, is 

revealed by the class of Vital feeling. The Vital encompasses 
' . 

the opposition bettveen the values of the noble and the bas.e or 

the good and bad. The feeling-states of this modality includes 

all modes of the feeling of health and sickness, of age and 

death. According to Scheler, "Vital values form an entire!¥ 
. 1 

,2J;!.gina! modality" • That is to say, it can not be reduced to 

any other modes~ The previous theories, such as, hedones~ 

Kantian formalism, according to Scheler, have all made a great 

mistake by ignoring this fact. 

(iii} The third level of values is spiritual valuep 

which are given independently of the sphere of the bodily and 

environmental existence. These values are apprehended by .the 

functions of egiritual feelings. This value modality includes 

the aesthetic values, judicial values, the pure knowleage of 

truth etc. The feelings correlated with the spiritual values 

are, for example, liking and disliking, approval and disapproval, 

contempt and spiritual sympathy etc. 

(iv) The fourth ~nd the last modality of values is the 

values of the hol~{ and the unholy. These are distinguished from 

the preceeding class by the fact that they refer to ."absolute 

objects"·· This level is as such independent of things. l?otver. 

individuals or institutions which is various times and cultures 

l ~.,p.l07. 
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have been considered as "holy". The acts through the value 

of the holy is originally apprehended are the specific kind 

of love which is directed towards "persons". "The self-value 

in the sphere of the values of the 'holy' is therefore, by 

1 essential necessity, a 01 Value of the person". 

Scheler expresses the order of value ranks as follot~s ~ 

L£./he modality of vital value~ is .V.!_gher ·than that. of 
the agreeable and the disagreeable, the modality of 
spiritual values is higher than that of vital values: 
the modality of the holy is n!~ than that of 
spiritual values".2 

r..~et us not-1 put together the various points in Scheler• s 

phenomenology of values~ fiJe may begin by pointing out that 

Scheler has clearly based the ~orrnulation of his values upon his -
understanding of phenomenology~ At his first sight, vJhat he sees 

primarily in phenomenology is not a method, but a pecUliar 

attitu£§ or a way of viewing. Follot'ITing this attitude, one is 

able to approach directly the 0~things•e themselves 'l.~ithout all 

kinds of previous assumptions and thus we_ enter into an immediate 

relationship with ''phenomena" themselves. In his value-ethics 

·these uphEm.omena!1 are nothing but Values or what he called 

61 value-facts11
• These uvalue-facts" are pure, in the sense 

that they are non-spatia-temporal and non-metaphysical ~~~te~~· 

For Scheler, "values are facts that belong to a specific mode 
3 

of experience" •. 

--------------------------·----------
1 .1£?~£~, p.109. 

2 ~.,p.llO. 

3 ~., p.187.' 

---------------------------~---
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Values, For Scheler, have a mode of being independent 

of valuing men and goods. To the human social valuation or_ 

say, good and evil, there correspo~ds an object~ve realm of 

values. All persons and goods presuppose values. Act. of 

valuation proceeds from these "value-factsn • Thus they are 

Lpriori "fact88 of ideal nature in which all kinds of evaluative 

judgments~ moral judgements. in particular, find their significa

tion and fulfilment. n Ideal0
' nature of values p.z:ecludes the 

possibi~ity of their being posited~ 

The point which merits our attention here is this that 

apriority of values is not formal like that of logical rules. 
'' 

Values are non-formal a priori and is a kind of ~ntent or 

,eheno~. A value as a content is the first factor which is ...... ..~ 

given to our intuition as essence. It proceeds its objects i.e. 

their bearers in respect of knowledge.- Values remain eternal 

and immutable whatever changes occur in their bearers. 

Goncepts and propos·itions ·are inadequate for having a 

grasp of values. As they are pure phenwen_§, they are 

essentially incapable of definition; only concepts are definable.· 

All kinds of symbol~ sign~ or instructions are no help to 

grasp these basic facts of values~· They are given as pure 

';~:vhatness" directly and immediately to essential intuition. 

A noteworthy aspect of his value-ethics is that 

Scheler has put cognitive emotion at the centre of value-apprehension 
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and thereby, he breaks down. the age~ld rigid disjunction of 

reason and emotion. Scheler shoi17S that there are a large 

number of feelings \'!]hich have e!obj,ective" character and are 

actually a mean of knot'l]ledge. He calls them "1 feeling-acts" 

as distinguished from feeling-states. We get admittance into 

the objective realm of a priori values and attain th<i! kno'l.tledge 

of value-facts .in and through these cognitive function of 

feeling. 

Finally, Scheler• s ethics is that values are absolute, 

eternal,. imnutible and consequently not susceptible to ch:::Ange 

or variation, and therefore, in no way relative. He is quite 
~;A ~ 

a~cre of the fact that people in different societies practice 

diverse ethics; but _:!;hi~ according to him, does not diminish 

or affect the absolute nature of values. Since the different 

societies perceive the same values from .Q.U_ferent p~rspectives 

ZJnd forms their norms accordingly, only the ~m!a!J:ij:_y of 

values differ among different societies while the ~lue§ remain 

the same. 


